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4. Immediately to the west of the northern portion of
this line was a belt of diverging winds, characterized by
brilliantly clear skies and esceedingly dry air, the driest
on record at some stations. (Notmesurface wind-arrows
on fig. 7.)
5. Kite observations indicated the presence of cold
southwest-west wind at a moderate height overrunning
the warm surface wind.
6. The northeastward movement of the tornadoes and
lower clouds and the’ fall of hail on or to t-he east of
tornado paths indicated a southwest t.0, at least, westsouthwest wind not far aloft.
Surely this was an unusual set of conditions. With
winds meeting a t an angle of about 60’ and at a rate of
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about 30 miles an hour, large volumes of air were sent
upward and given a counterclockwise rotary motion by
the bhrusts of t,he southwest. sqpdls routing under the
rear portions of the slower north-northwestward-moving
masses of warmer air. At, a moderate height condensation took place in t,he moist, upthrust air, and as it
ascended at a lesser rabe of cooling, due to t’he liberation
of latent heat of condensation, it probably wtw squeezed
aloft at itn increased rat.e by the cold wind it was probably encountering. Under such conditions intense vertical inovenient accompanied by a rotary motion of small
dinlensions riiakes a tornado.-Chudes F. Brooks.

THE FOUR TORNADOES OF APRIL 20, 1920.
INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The tornadoes of April 20, which were even more destructive than those of March 2S? were apparently the
result of a cold northerly wind overrunning the southerly
surface wind. There was a arently no line of wind convergence, as in the case of%farcli %; but the striking
feature is the formation, at a ~ y s i m n t e60-mile
~
intervals in a north-south line? o our torna oes which
swept along parallel paths from Mississippi into Alabama
and Tennessee. The regular formation of these stornis

probably indicates the successire stages of the advancing
cold air itloft: ani1 the location of this front could be
roughly determined hv a line drawn through the synchronous positions of the tornadoes. According to newspaper iiccounts, which seem reliable, “loss of life * * *
in Mississippi, AlnLnnia, and Tennessee stood to-day
[April 241 at 339 persons, with at! leust 700 injured, and
a property loss of severid million do1lars.”-ExToR.

TORNADOES IN EASTERN MISSISSIPPI, APRIL 20, 1920.

By J. H. JAQUA, Observer.
[Yerldlan, Miss.,May 2!, 1920.)

Eastern Mississippi was visit.ed on April 30, 1930, by
the most destructive tornadoes of record in the area involved. A total of 130 persons were killed, 659 injured?
and approsimately 1,000 were rendered homeless. Incomplete statistics show that, the propert,y loss, esclusive of clamage to crops, will approslmate $1,500,000,
which does not include damage dono to standing t,imber.

which is frequently present under various arrangements
of the isobars, but not as frecuently productive of violent, whirls. ‘J’he rising humi ity and abnormal surface
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METEOROLOGICLIL CONDITIONS.

The mornin weather map for April 20 shows the presence of an ovafshaped cyclone over t.he lower Mississip )i
Valley States (see fig. 1 ), the disturbance having iila e
little eastward progress in 24 hours, but having materially changed its general shape. The pressure gradient
over eastern Mississippi was about 0.1 inch to 75 niiles.
The baro ra h t.race at Meridian shows that a slow f d l in
pressure % a i been in pro ress between n~idnight and
7 a. m. (See fig. 2 on plate acing 11. 192.)
Temperatures ranged from 70 F. at Corinth t.0 75’ F.
at Meridian, or 10’ F. in excess of the normal mean for t.he
day. The northwest to southeast temperature gradient
robably not more than 5’ F. in 120 miles. The
tren
was of the isotherms was regular for the prevailing conclition, and there was apparently a sharp wind-shift. line,
north and south through western Mississippi. (See fig. 1.I
The relative humidity was S6 per cent at 7 a. ni., and
had been practically st.at,ionary during the night, which
was cloudy and sultry.
The conditions shown indicat.ed the development of
thunderstorms of convect,ionalorigin, and it was believed
April 2(1. lorn. (Bsrl)~O n wind arrows show wind force in
that the probabilit)? of the formgt,idn of torlladoes was. FIG.1.-Weather map,
Beaufort scale.) Wiiirlshift line heavy dashed.
not well decided. rphe most, favorable feature that would
warrant an assunip tion of the esistence of incipient tempera tures prevailing in n senson when the vertical
tornadic condition was t,he general atmospheric strees, temperature gradient is usually large indicated great
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